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Provably Secure Gateway-Oriented Password-Based Authenticated Key 

Exchange Protocol Resistant to Password Guessing Attacks  

 

Abstract 

A Gateway-oriented Password-based Authenticated Key Exchange (GPAKE) 

scheme allows a client to establish an authenticated session key with a gateway via 

the help of an authentication server, where the client has pre-shared a password with 

the server. The desirable security properties of a GPAKE include session key semantic 

security, key privacy against servers, and password guessing attacks resistance. 

Abdalla et al.’s scheme (Asiacrypt 2005) [1] proposed the first GPAKE scheme, and 

then Abdalla et al. [13] and Byun et al.’s [2] had respectively proposed their 

improvements to enhance the security. Unfortunately, we find that all the improved 

schemes fail to commit the security requirements. In this paper, we point out security 

weaknesses of the improved scheme. To enhance the security, we propose a new 

GPAKE scheme, and prove its security in an enhanced model.  

Keywords: security, authentication, password guessing attack, semantic security, 

random oracle model.  
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In Asiacrypt 2005, Abdalla et al. proposed a Gateway-oriented Password-based 

Authenticated Key Exchange (GPAKE) scheme [1] for the scenario where a client has 

pre-shared a password with an authentication server, and the client wants to establish 

session keys with a gateway (for example, a firewall) via the help of the 

authentication server. The channel between the gateway and the server is assumed to 

be authenticated and private, and the goal of the protocol is to establish secure session 

keys between the gateway and the clients as in Fig. 1.  

 

The security requirements of GPAKE protocols include (1) resistance to known 

key attacks, replay attacks, and man-in-the-middle attack, etc [4, 5, 6, 11, 16]; (2) 

gateways should gain no information about clients’ passwords (this is called server 

password protection against dishonest gateways in [1]); and (3) authentication servers 

should not gain any information about session keys between clients and gateways 

(this is called key privacy against curious servers in [1]). Even though Abdalla et al. 

had proved the session key semantic security of their scheme in a formal model, Byun 

et al. [2] recently reported an undetectable on-line guessing attack on Abdalla et al.’s 

GPAKE protocol- a gateway can iteratively guess a password and verify its guess 

without being detected by the server. In addition to pointing out the undetectable 

on-line guessing attack, Byun et al. also proposed their improved scheme to conquer 

the weakness. However, Wu and Chien [12] reported that Byun et al.’s scheme still 

cannot resist the on-line undetectable guessing attack. In [13] Abdalla et al. further 

improved their scheme to enhance security and anonymity.    

Client Gateway Server Authenticated channel Session keys to be 

established 

Shared passwords 

Figure 1. Communication for GPAKE scheme  
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However, we find that even Abdalla et al.’s latest improvement [13] still cannot 

resist on-line guessing attacks- they even did not consider such attacks, and Abdalla et 

al.’s formal model cannot ensure the password protection property. In this paper, we 

shall point out the weaknesses of Byun et al.’s improvement [2] and Abdalla et al.’s 

improvement [13], and then propose a new GPAKE scheme. We enhance the security 

model previously set by Abdalla et al., and then prove the security of the proposed 

scheme in the model. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives 

some preliminaries of guessing attacks, reviews Byun et al.’s improvement and 

Abdalla et al.’s improvement, and then analyzes the weaknesses. The enhanced 

security model of GPAKE schemes is introduced in Section 3. Section 4 presents the 

new scheme, and Section 5 analyzes and proves its security. Finally, Section 6 draws 

our conclusions.  

 

2. Weaknesses of the previous schemes  

 

Before examining the weaknesses of the previous schemes, we first give some 

preliminaries of password guessing attacks in Section 2.1.  

 

2.1. Password guessing attacks 

 

Due to low entropy of passwords, there are basically three types of threats that 

might break the password protection property- online guessing attack, on-line 

undetectable guessing attack [3], and off-line guessing attack [4, 6, 17].  

In an on-line guessing attack, an attacker impersonates a client by iteratively 

picking up a possible password and conducting on-line transactions with the server; it 

verifies his guess, using the responses from the server. One common mechanism to 
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reducing threats of on-line guessing attacks is to limit the number of on-line trial 

errors within a specified time window; that is, if the number of on-line trial errors 

exceeds some pre-specified threshold value, then the user’s account will be 

temporarily locked so that attackers cannot continuously attack one specific account 

within a time window. Here, we should note that (1) even though we cannot 

completely avoid on-line guessing since an attacker can always pick a possible 

password and tries its guess on-line, but systems can effectively reduce such threats by 

limiting the number of trial errors within a reasonable time window; (2) to lock an 

account and to reducing threats of on-line guessing attacks, verifiers (servers) should 

be able to differentiate valid requests from malicious requests.  

In off-line guessing attacks, an attacker first gets some password-related data 

(either information eavesdropped from communications or stolen password files) and 

then verifies his guess in an off-line manner, using collected data. Cryptographic 

techniques like [4] could be applied to deter off-line guessing attacks.  

Finally, in an on-line undetectable guessing attack [3], an attacker guesses the 

password of a client and then tries to verify his guess using the responses from the 

server in an on-line manner; however, the server cannot detect on-line undetectable 

guessing attacks, and the attacker can repeatedly launch the attacks until he gets a hit. 

To deter such attacks, protocols should carefully send responses such that any 

dishonest parties cannot verify their guesses using the responses they get.  

Next we show that Byun et al.’s improvement cannot resist on-line undetectable 

guessing attacks in Section 2.2, and Abdalla et al.’s improvement cannot resist on-line 

guessing attacks in Section 2.3.  

 

2.2 Weakness of Byun et al.’s scheme  
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Review of Byun et al.’s scheme 

Byun et al. found that weaknesses of Abdalla et al.’s GPAKE scheme, and 

exploited the weaknesses to plot their on-line undetectable guessing attacks. They 

further proposed an improved scheme. In their setting, the scheme consists of a client 

C, a gateway G, and an authentication server S. C and S pre-share a secret password, 

pw. The communication channel between the server and the gateway is assumed to be 

private and authenticated. It also assumes that a two-party password-based 

authenticated key exchange (PAKE) is executed first to establish a secret key k 

between the client and the server, and then the entities execute their GPAKE protocol 

to establish the session keys between the client and the gateway. In the following, 

),,( 1 qpG  denotes a sub-group with order q in *
PZ , p  denotes the mod p operation, 

f(): 1
*}1,0{ G , }1,0{}*1,0{:()1

lh  ,  lh }1,0{}*1,0{:()2   denote three secure 

one-way hash functions, ),,( pwGCfPW   and ()kMAC  denotes the keyed 

message authentication code. Byun et al.’s GPAKE protocol is described as follows.   

(1) C →G: ( ,, XC ) 

C randomly selects an integer *
qZx , and computes PWgX x

p   and 

)(XMACk . C sends ( ,, XC ) to the gateway G. 

(2) G →S: ( ,, XC ,Y) 

Upon receiving the request, G selects a random integer *
qZy , computes 

y
p gY  , and sends ( YXC ,,,  ) to the server S.  

(3) S →G: ),( YX  

S first verifies the validity of )(XMACk . If the verification succeeds, S selects 

a random integer *
qZs , computes s

p PWXX )/(  and s
p YY  , and sends 

( YX , ) back to G.  
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(4) G→C: ),,( GAuthYG  

G computes the Diffie-Hellman key xys
p

y
p gXK   and 

),,,,(2 KYXGChAuthG  . G also generates a session key ),,,,(1 KYXGChsk    

and finally sends ( GAuthYG ,, ) to C. 

(5) C verifies the messages and computes the session key 

Upon receiving the response from G, C computes x
p YK   and checks whether 

),,,,(2 KYXGCh  equals GAuth . If the verification succeeds, C generates the 

session key ),,,,(1 KYXGChsk  .  
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Undetectable on-line guessing attack on Byun et al.’s scheme  

 Even though Byun et al.’s scheme has included the message authentication code 

)(XMACk  in the request, we should notice that the server still cannot verify the 

freshness of the request ( ,, XC ). It is because that the lifetime of a secret k might be 

long enough for a malicious gateway to launch its on-line undetectable guessing 

attacks many times. During the lifetime of the secret key k, the data X and 

)(XMACk  are always valid. Therefore, a malicious gateway, say AG , can 

eavesdrop genuine requests, say ( ,, XC ), and then repeatedly launches the following 

attack to find the password. 

(2) AG →S: ( YXC ,,,  ) 

AG  directly executes Step 2, and prepares the data as follows. It picks up a 

possible password pw’, and computes PW’=f(C, G, pw’) and )'/(' PWXX p . It 

randomly chooses an integer *
qZt  , computes t

p XY )'( , and sends 

( YXC ,,,  ) to the server S.  

(3) S→ AG : ( YX , ) 

S will successfully verify the data   and will accept the request, since ( ,, XC ) 

C G S 

)(,, XMACPWgXC k
x

p  
y

p gYXC ,,, 
*
qR Zy 

s
p

s
p

qR

YYPWXX

Zs





,)/( compute

select 

verify 
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1
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G

y
p







GAuthYG ,,

Figure 1. Byun et al.’s scheme  
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is a valid message eavesdropped from the transmissions within the lifetime of the 

secret key k. It randomly selects an integer *
qZs , and computes 

s
p PWXX )/( and s

p YY  , and responds ( YX , ) to AG .  

(4) AG  verifies its guess 

We can see that if the guess pw’ equals the real password pw, then Y  should 

equal tX ; therefore, AG  can test whether the equation tXY
?
  holds to verify 

his guess pw’.  

It can repeatedly launch the above attack until it gets a hit, without being noticed 

by the server. The key point behind the attack is that the dishonest gateway can 

repeatedly launch the above attacks within the lifetime of the secret key k, but the 

server cannot detect such attacks. And, after the lifetime of k, it can eavesdrop new 

valid messages for a new secret key k’ and launch the above attacks again. 

Attackers can launch the above attacks round after round until it gets a hit. 

 

2.3. Weaknesses of Abdalla et al.’s improvement  

 

Review of Abdalla et al.’s improvement 

Abdalla et al. [13] further improved their previous scheme [1] to enhance its 

security in their new security model and to provide anonymity respectively. Abdalla et 

al. thought that, since an adversary can always pick up a possible password and then 

try to verify its guess in an on-line manner, servers, therefore, do not need to verify 

clients’ requests in their improved schemes. Unfortunately, this argument is wrong 

and their design, therefore, exhibits serious security weaknesses. Even though we 

cannot completely avoid on-line guessing attacks since an attacker can always pick a 

possible password and tries its guess on-line, but system can effectively reduce such 
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threats by limiting the number of trial errors within a reasonable time window; but, 

without capabilities of verifying clients’ requests, servers have no way to limit the 

number of trial errors and, therefore, to reduce such threats. Abdalla et al.’s improved 

scheme is described as follows. In the following, we demonstrate how a client C 

establishes a session key with a gateway G via the help of a server S, where C has 

pre-shared a password pw with S.  

(1) C →G: ( *, XC ) 

C randomly selects an integer *
qZx , and computes x

p gX   and 

PWXX p * , where ),,( pwGCfPW  . C sends ( *, XC ) to the gateway G. 

(2) G →S: ( *,, XGC ) 

Upon receiving the request, G forwards ( *,, XGC ) to the server S.  

(3) S →G: ),,( 1hX  

After receiving the request, S selects a random integer *
qZs , computes 

s
p PWXX )/( , s

p gh   and ),;( *
1 hgXNIZKPDL , and sends ),,( 1hX  

back to G. ),;( * hgXNIZKPDL  denotes a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof 

of knowledge of the discrete logarithm of h in the base of g on the content *X . 

),;( * hgXNIZKPDL  can be implemented as a Schnorr digital signature on 

message *X , using the private key hglog  [1]. Interested readers can refer to 

[14] for detail.  

(4)  G→C: ),,,,,( 21 GAuthYhG   

G first elects a random integer *
qZy , computes y

p hY  , xysy
p gXK  ,  
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),;( *
2 YhXNIZKPDL  and ),,,,( *

2 KYXGChAuthG  . G sends C the data 

( 21,,,,, AuthGYhG ). G computes ),,,,( *
1 KYXGChsk   and accepts sk as 

the session key.  

(5)  Upon receiving ( 21,,,,, AuthGYhG ), C computes x
p YK   and 

),,,,(' *
2 KYXGChAuthG  , and verifies whether 

?
' AuthGAuthG   and whether 

21,  are valid. If the verifications succeed, then C computes 

),,,,( *
1 KYXGChsk   and accepts sk as the final session key.  

 

 

On-line guessing on Abdalla et al.’s improvement 

It is easy to see that gateways and servers do not authenticate clients but just 

implicitly assume that only genuine clients can derive the same session key. Therefore, 
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an attacker can iteratively pick up one possible password pw’, computes x
p gX   

and .  PWXX p * , where )',,( pwGCfPW   and then sends the data ( *, XC ) 

as the request. Obviously, if pw’ equals the real password pw, then the attacker finally 

can derive x
p YK   from gateway G’s response ( 21,,,,, AuthGYhG ) and can 

verify his guess, using ),,,,( *
2 KYXGChAuthG  . Since the server and the gateway 

cannot verify whether clients’ requests are valid or not. Attackers can iteratively 

launch the above attacks until he get a hit. From this lesson, we learn that servers 

should explicitly verify clients’ requests in password-based authentications schemes.  

 

2.4 Simple amendments to conquer the weaknesses 

The standard prevention mechanism to on-line guessing attack is that the server 

authenticates client’s requests and limits the number of trial errors within a 

pre-defined time period. However, servers in Abdalla et al.’s scheme cannot 

authenticate client’s requests and servers in Byun et al.’s scheme cannot check the 

freshness of requests. So, one simple amendment to the conventional mechanism is 

suggested as follows: the server limits the number of requests (not the number of trial 

errors) within each pre-defined time window. However, the amendment might be 

inappropriate for the applications where a genuine client may ask for several requests 

within a short time period. Therefore, we shall propose a new scheme to conquer all 

the weaknesses in the next section.    

 

3. Security Notations 

 

In the previous section, we have shown the weaknesses of the previous schemes. 
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We highlight that explicit authentication of communicating parties is crucial to resist 

on-line guessing attacks, and, to resist undetectable on-line guessing attack, messages 

sent to any malicious insider (here, the gateway) should provide no information for 

the insider to verify its guess. These features are neglected in the previous works; we, 

therefore, re-examine the requirements of a GPAKE scheme and formally define the 

security notations in the following.  

In modeling the security notations of password-based key agreement schemes, 

Bellare et al. introduced the Find-Then-Guess (FTG) model [4, 7, 9, 10], and Abdalla 

et al. introduced the Real-Or-Random (ROR) model [1, 8]. Compared to the FTG 

model, an adversary in the ROR model is restrained from sending Reveal queries but 

is allowed to send many Test queries as he wishes (and these Test queries should be 

answered with either all real keys or all random ones). In [8], Abdalla et al. proved 

that the ROR model is stronger than the FTG model in the sense that the reduction of 

the security proofs in the FTG model to the security proofs in the ROR model would 

lose a non-constant factor, and this gap is important for password-based schemes 

because passwords are low-entropy keys. However, we still prefer the FTG model, 

because (1), as Abdalla et al. [8] pointed out, the existing protocols proved secure in 

the FTG model can be easily modified to meet the security in the ROR model with the 

same bounds; (2) the protocols [1] proved secure in the ROR model is vulnerable to 

password guessing attacks as reported by Byun et al [2] and in Section 2; (3) Section 

2 has shown that a protocol proved in the ROR model cannot ensure the password 

protection property; (4) both explicit authentication and in-distinguishability against 

password guessing are necessary to ensure the protection. Our enhanced model and 

notations are introduced as follows.    

For a GPAKE scheme, CC  denotes a client, GG  denotes a gateway, and 
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S  denotes the server. Each client CC  holds a password Cpw , and the server S  

maintains a set of registered clients’ passwords CCCpw  .  

In GPAKE schemes, the channel between the gateway and the server is assumed 

to be authenticated and private; therefore, the adversary A is a probabilistic machine 

that controls only the communications that take place between iC  and jG , where 

iC  denotes one instance of C  and jG  denotes one instance of G . A interacts 

with the participants through the following oracle queries. 

),( ji GCExecute : This query models passive attacks in which the attacker 

eavesdrops all the communications between the instances iC  and jG .  

),( 1 mUSend i : This query models an active attack against the ith instance 

GCU 1  by sending the message m. The output of this query is the message 

that iU1  would generate, upon receiving the message m.  

)(Re 1
iUveal : This query models an active attack against the ith instance 

GCU 1 . The output of this query is either   if the instance does not accept 

a session key or the real session key if it accepts a key.  

)( 1UCorrupt : This query allows A to corrupt the entity GCU 1  at will, and 

thereby learns the complete internal state of the entity. This query can be used to 

model the real world scenarios of an insider co-operating with the adversary or an 

insider who has been completely compromised by the adversary. 

)( 1
iUTest : If no session key for GCU i 1  is accepted, this query outputs the 

undefined symbol  ; otherwise, returns either the session key of iU1  if the 

random bit b=1 or returns a random key of the same size if b=0.  
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The definition of security depends on the notations of partnership/freshness of 

oracles. In the FTG model, partnership of oracles is defined using sids (session 

identifiers). sid is the session identifier used to uniquely identify one session from 

others. The definition of partnership is used in the definition of security to restrict the 

adversary’s Reveal/Corrupt queries to those oracles that are not partners of the oracles 

whose key the adversary is trying to guess.  

I. Partnership: Two oracles iU1  and jU2  are partners if, and only if, the oracles 

have accepted the same session key with the same sid, have agreed on the same set of 

entities, and no other oracles besides iU1  and jU2  have accepted with the same sid.  

II. Freshness: iU1  is fresh (or it holds a fresh session key) at the end of execution, if, 

and only if, oracle iU1  has accepted with or without a partner oracles jU2 , all the 

oracles iU1  and jU2  (if such a partner oracle exists) have not been sent a Reveal 

query, and the entities 1U  and 2U  of oracles iU1  and jU2   (if such a partner 

exists) have not been sent a Corrupt query. 

III. Session key security. The session key between the client and the gateway CGsk  

should be secure against adversaries. We model this property, using the standard 

semantic security notation [4, 7, 15]. Security of session key is defined by the 

adversary’s in-distinguishability in telling a real key from a random one in the game 

aG , played between the adversary A and a collections of i
xU  oracles for players 

xU SGC   and instances },...,1{ INi . The adversary A runs the game 

simulation aG  with setting as follows.   

 Stage 1: A is able to send Execute, Send, Reveal and Corrupt queries in the 

simulation. 
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 Stage 2: At some point during aG , A will choose a fresh session and send a Test 

query to the fresh oracle associated with the test session. Depending on the 

randomly chosen bit b, A is given either the actual session key CGsk  or a random 

session key drawn from the session key distribution. CGsk  denotes the session 

key between the client and the gateway.  

 Stage 3: A continues making any Execute, Send, Reveal and Corrupt oracle 

queries to its choice. A is restrained from sending Reveal query to the oracles of 

the test session, and from sending Corrupt query to the entities corresponding to 

the test session.  

 Stage 4: Eventually, A terminates the game simulation and output its guess bit 

b’.  

Success of A in aG , against a protocol P when passwords are drawn from a 

dictionary D, is measured in terms of A’s advantage in distinguishing whether it 

receives the real key CGsk  or a random one. Let the advantage function of A be 

denoted by ),(,
, Cfake

AG
DP qkAdv a

 , where k is the security parameter, D is the 

dictionary of size N, and Cfakeq   denotes the number of attempts of the adversary to 

fake the client. ),(,
, Cfake

AG
DP qkAdv a

 =|
N

qN

N

q
bb CfakeCfake

2
]'Pr[  

  |. The 

intuition behind this formulation is that, after Cfakeq   times of faking the client, the 

adversary should at most has probability 
N

q Cfake  of finding the correct password 

and of successfully faking the secret D.H. key; and, for the rest cases, it could guess 

with successful probability 1/2, because it can only randomly guess the bit b.    

IV. Key privacy [8]. This notation captures the idea that the session key computed by 

two parties via the help of the authentication server should only be known to the two 

parties and not to the server. Of course, the server who knows the passwords of all the 
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clients is restrained from impersonating any client and any gateway. To capture this 

intuition, we run the game aG  with the adversary A . The game aG  is similar to 

the game aG  in the session key in-distinguishability game except for the following 

conditions. 

1. A  is equipped with all the secret keys of the gateways and the secret 

passwords pre-stored in the servers; that is, it can decrypt all the communications 

between the gateway and the server, and can decrypt all the requests from the 

clients to the server. Since A  is equipped with the stored secrets of the server, 

the Corrupt query is not needed here.  

2. A  is restrained from sending any ),( 1 mUSend i  query.   

Success of A  in aG , against a protocol P when passwords are drawn from a 

dictionary D, is measured in terms of A ’s advantage in distinguishing whether it 

receives the real key CGsk  or a random one. Let the advantage function of A  be 

denoted by )(,
, kAdv AG
DP

a , where k is the security parameter and )(
_

,
, kAdv AG
DP

a  

=|Pr[ 'bb  ]-1/2|, where b  is the random bit chosen by the challenger and 'b  is the 

output bit of A .  

V. Password protection. An adversary or a dishonest gateway may try to guess a 

client’s password and verify its guess, using the interactions with clients and with 

servers or using the information eavesdropped from the communications. In Abadlla 

et al.’s model, they only require implicit authentication and require that an adversary, 

after q times interactions with the server, should have probability negligibly larger 

than )/( NqO  in distinguishing the true password from a random one, where N  is 

the size of the dictionary. Obviously, this model is not enough to ensure the password 

protection property, because the client and the server should be able to tell whether 
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an adversary is undertaking its attacks and then stops the malicious attempts. And, to 

resist the off-line guessing attack and the undetectable on-line guessing attack, the 

protocol should provide no information for a curious adversary to verify its guess. To 

ensure the password protection property, we simultaneously require explicit 

authentication of communicating entities and in-distinguishability property of 

password guessing, in addition to Abadlla et al.’s )/( NqO  upper bound.   

Regarding the in-distinguishability of password guessing, an outside adversary is 

not stronger than a curious gateway in the protocol. Therefore, we require that, even 

assuming a gateway might have picked up the right password pw of a client but is 

refrained from impersonating the client, it still cannot verify whether pw is correct or 

not using the responses of the genuine client and of the genuine server. Of course, the 

gateway equipped with the right password is restrained from impersonating the client 

and the server. The intuition is that only the genuine client and the genuine server who 

pick up the corresponding ephemeral private keys can derive the ephemeral session 

key CSsk  between the client and the server; a dishonest gateway, who given the right 

password pw and all the secret communications with the server, still cannot derive any 

information about the CSsk  and, therefore, cannot verify its guess. We, therefore, 

can model an adversary’s ability in verifying its guess as its ability in distinguishing 

the session key CSsk  between the client and the server in the following game aĜ . 

Â  is equipped with the right password pw but is restrained from faking the client.  

 Stage 1: Â  is able to send Execute, Reveal and Corrupt queries in the 

simulation. 

 Stage 2: At some point during aĜ , Â  will choose a fresh session between the 

client and the server and send a Test query to the fresh oracle associated with the 

test session. Depending on the randomly chosen bit b̂ , Â  is given either the real 
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session key CSsk  or a random one drawn from the session key distribution.  

 Stage 3: Â  continues making any Execute, Reveal and Corrupt oracle queries 

to its choice. Â  is restrained from sending Reveal query to the oracles of the 

tested session (the client and the server of the test session), and from sending 

Corrupt query to the entities corresponding to the tested session (the client and the 

server of the test session).  

 Stage 4: Eventually, Â  terminates the game simulation and output its guess bit 

'b̂ .  

Success of Â  in aĜ , against a protocol P when passwords are drawn from a 

dictionary D, is measured in terms of Â ’s advantage in distinguishing whether it 

receives the real key CSsk  or a random value. Let the advantage function of Â  be 

denoted by )(
ˆ,ˆ

, kAdv AG
DP

a , where k is the security parameter and 

)(
ˆ,ˆ

, kAdv AG
DP

a =|Pr[ b̂ = 'b̂ ]
2

1
 |. 

Now we are ready to define a secure GPAKE scheme.  

Definition 1 (Secure Gateway-oriented Password-based Authenticated Key 

Exchange scheme): A GPAKE protocol is secure in our model if the following 

requirements are satisfied:  

1. Validity: When the protocol is run among three oracles (C, G, S) in the 

absence of an active adversary, the oracles C and G accept the same key. 

2. Session Key Indistinguishability: For all probabilistic, polynomial-time 

adversaries A , ),(,
, Cfake

AG
DP qkAdv a

  is negligible.  

3. Key Privacy: For all probabilistic, polynomial-time adversaries A , 

)(,
, kAdv AG
DP

a  is negligible. 

4. Explicit Authentication: As we have discussed, to ensure the security 
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against all possible guessing attacks, the protocol should provide explicit 

authentication of all communicating entities. 

5. Password Indistingusihability: As we have discussed, to ensure the security 

against all possible guessing attacks, the protocol should provide no 

information for the adversary (for example, the gateway) to verify its guess. 

This indistinguishability is modeled as that, for all probabilistic, 

polynomial-time adversaries Â , )(
ˆ,ˆ

, kAdv AG
DP

a  is negligible. 

 

4. A New GPAKE Scheme 

 

Our scheme has the same assumptions as the previous schemes. The client and the 

server have pre-shared a password pw, and the channel between the gateway and the 

server is assumed to be authenticated and private. Its security is based on the 

Computational Diffie-Hellman problem.  

Definition 2. Computational Diffie-Hellman problem (CDHP): Given pg a mod  

and pg b mod , where a  and b  are random numbers, compute pg ab mod . 

The details of the protocol are described as follows, where the mod p operation is 

omitted when the semantic is clear and sid denotes the session identifier that can 

uniquely identify the current session from others. In practice, the sid can be taken to 

be the partial transcript of the conversation between the communicating entities [4, 7, 

9, 10]. It is assumed that a secret key GSK  is shared between G and S.  

1. GC  : sid, C 

C sends the request including its identity to the gateway G. 

2. SG  : sid, C, G 

G forwards C’s request along with its identity to the server S. 
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3. GS  : sid, )(1 pwhz ggZ   

Based on the client’s identity, S retrieves the password pw, randomly chooses an 

integer z, and computes )(1 pwhz ggZ  . It sends Z  to G. ()(), 21 hh denotes a 

secure one-way hash function, which will be modeled as a random oracle [10] in 

the security proof.   

4. CG  : sid, C, G, Z , ygY   

G randomly chooses an integer y, computes ygY   and sends the data in Step 4 

to C.  

5. GC  : sid, xgX  , )||||||||||(1 1 CS
xzz skggXSChM  , 

)||||||||||||(2 1 CG
xy skgYXGCsidhM   

Upon receiving the data in Step 4, C first retrieves the value zg , randomly 

chooses an integer x, and computes xgX  , ||||||||||(1
z

CS gXSCsidhsk   

))( xzg , )||||||||||(" 2
x

CG YYXGCsidhsk   and ||||||||(1 XGCsidhskCG    

)|| xYY , where CSsk  is the ephemeral key between C and S, and CGsk , CGsk"  

are the ephemeral keys between C and G. CSsk"  will be used as the final session 

key after authentication. C then computes 

)||||||||||||(1 1 CS
xzz skggXSCsidhM   and ||||||||||(2 1 YXGCsidhM   

)|||| CG
xy skg , where M1 will be used as a authentication token to the server, and 

M2 will be used as a authentication token to the gateway. It finally sends the data 

in Step 5 to G.  

6. SG  : sid, xgX  , 1M , ygY  , ),(1 GSKYh  

After receiving the data in Step 5, G first computes ||||||||(1 XGCsidhskCG    
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)|| xYY , )||||||||||(" 2
y

CG XYXGCsidhsk  ,  and verifies whether 
?

2M  

)||||||||||||(1 CG
xy skgYXGCsidh . If the authentication succeeds, then G 

temporarily believes that it and C have the same keys CGsk  and CGsk" . Please 

notice that, up to now, G not yet accepts the request of C because authentication 

of the client by the server is not yet done. G then sends S the data (sid, 

xgX  , 1M , ygY  , ),(1 GSKYh ). 

7. GS  : sid, failure or {success, )||||||||||(3 1 CS
xz skgYGCsidhM  } 

After receiving the data in Step 6, S computes ||||||||||(1
z

CS gXSCsidhsk   

)zX  and checks whether )||||||||||||(1 1

?

CS
xzz skggXSCsidhM  . If the 

verification succeeds, then S has authenticated C, and it further checks whether 

),(1 GSKYh  is valid. If so, it includes Y in the computation of M3 = 

)||||||||||(1 CS
xz skgYGCsidh . This value M3 allows the server to notify the 

client that the value Y from G is authenticated. Depending on the verification, S 

will send either “success, M3” or “failure”. If the response is “success”, G will 

accept the session key CGsk . We here note that the standard mechanism of 

limiting the number of trial errors should be applied here to reduce the threat of 

on-line guessing attacks.  

8. CG  : sid, failure or { )||||||||||(3 1 CS
xz skgYGCsidhM  , 

)||||||(4 1 CG
xy skgGCsidhM  } 

If the gateway receives “success” from S, it sends the data in Step 8 to C.  

The client verifies the value M3 to ensure the value ygY   is valid, because 

only the genuine server who has authenticated the gateway can generate this value. 
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C also uses its local values to verify whether )||||||(4 1

?

CG
xy skgGCsidhM   

holds. If the verification succeeds, it ensures the client that it shares the same 

value CGsk  with the gateway, and they finally accept the session key CGsk" .  

 

 

 

5. Security proofs and performance evaluation 

 

5.1 Security proofs 
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Figure 3. The proposed scheme  
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We now prove the proposed scheme is secure in the sense of Definition 1 if the 

CDHP is hard. The validity of the proposed scheme is straightforward due to our 

protocol specification.  

To prove the authentication, we could adopt either the approach of logic inference 

like BAN logic [20] and PCL [18, 19] or the approach of computational complexity. 

Here we adopt the approach of computational complexity, because the logic inference 

approach is too lengthy and less powerful in the sense that it does not model the 

capabilities of adversaries. We denote by ACAuth
DPSucc ,

,
  the probability that an 

adversary A violates the mutual authentication of the protocol P with dictionary D, 

and denote by ACDHPSucc ,  the probability that an adversary A successfully break a 

CDHP instance. Similar notation ASAuth
DPSucc ,

,
  is used for the probability of 

impersonating server to client.  

Lemma 1. The proposed scheme provides explicit authentication of client and server.  

Proof:  

(1) Authentication of the client to the server is based on client’s response 1M  which 

is computed using secret derived from server’s challenge )(1 pwhz gg   and the 

CDHP computation. Assume an adversary who has initiate Cfakeq   impersonation 

instances. Then its probability of success ACAuth
DPSucc ,

,
  is bounded 

)(
2

, koSuccq
q

N

q ACDHP
Cfakel

CfakeCfake
 

 , where )(ko  is a probability 

function negligible in terms of the security parameter k. The first part of the bound 

is that, after Cfakeq   times of client impersonations, A has at most the probability 

N

q Cfake  of guessing correctly the password. Likewise, the possible collisions the 

CDHP computation and in the hash computation are respectively bounded by 
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ACDHP
cfake Succq ,  and l

cfakeq

2
 , because hash function is assumed to be random.  

(2) The authentication of the server to the client. The authentication is based on the 

verification of the value 3M . It is easy to see that ASAuth
DPSucc ,

,
    

)(
2

, koSuccq
q

N

q ACDHP
Sfakel

SfakeSfake
 

 , where  Sfakeq   is the number of 

server impersonations.  

Based on the above observations, we can easily get the lemma. Similar result can 

be easily derived for the mutual authentication between client and gateway.  

▇ 

Theorem 1. The proposed scheme satisfies the session key indistinguishability 

property if the CDHP is hard.  

Proof:  

The notation of this in-distinguishable proof is to assume an adversary A  who 

can gain a non-negligible advantage in distinguishing the test key in the game, and 

uses A  to construct a breaker AD  that solves the CDHP problem with 

non-negligible probability. The hash functions are modeled as random oracles here. 

Denote A ’s advantage in differentiating the real session key from a random 

generated key as ),(,
, Cfake

AG
DP qkAdv a

 =|
N

qN

N

q
bb CfakeCfake

2
]'Pr[  

  |.  

Now we assume, by the way of contradiction, the ),(,
, Cfake

AG
DP qkAdv a

  is 

non-negligible. Suppose that there exists an oracle iC (or jG ) has accepted the 

session key of the form ||||||||||(" 2 YXGCsidhsk CG  )xyg  and has the partnership 

with another fresh oracle jG  (or iC ). We say that A  succeeds if at the end of 

A ’s experiment, A  picks iC (or jG ) to ask a Test query and outputs the correct bit 

guess. Thus, Pr[ A  succeeds]= 

N

q Cfake (1/2)* 
 

N

qN Cfake + )(k , where )(k  
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is non-negligible. Now define hQ  be the event that ()1h  or ()2h  has been queried 

on xyg||...  by A  or some oracle other than iC  and jG , and define pwQ  be the 

event that the adversary has picked up the right password after Cfakeq   times of 

faking client. 
N

q
Q Cfake

pw
]Pr[ . Then  

Pr[ A  succeeds]= 

N

q Cfake Pr[ A  succeeds| hQ pwQ ]* Pr[ hQ pwQ ]+ Pr[ A  

succeeds| )pwh QQ  ]* Pr[ )pwh QQ  ]. Since ()1h  and ()2h  are random oracles 

and iC  and jG  are fresh oracles, Pr[ A  succeeds | )pwh QQ  ]=1/2. Thus 



N

q Cfake (1/2) * 
 

N

qN Cfake )(k ≤ 

N

q Cfake Pr[ A  succeeds | hQ pwQ ]* 

Pr[ hQ pwQ ] + (1/2) * 
N

qN Cfake
≤ 

N

q Cfake  Pr[ hQ ] + (1/2) * 
N

qN Cfake
, 

so that Pr[ hQ ]≥ )(k . That is, given A  picks up some fresh oracle iC  that has 

accepted the session, then the probability that ()1h  and ()2h   has been queried on 

xyg||...  by A  or some oracle other than iC  and jG  is non-negligible. We can, 

therefore, use A  to construct a breaker AD  which solves the CDHP with 

non-negligible probability.  

AD ’s task: Given )mod*,mod*( pgYpgX yx  , where x  and y  are 

random numbers, compute pg xy mod . 

AD ’s operation: AD  randomly picks ettC arg },...,,{ 21 CNCCCC   and 

ettG arg },...,,{ 21 GNGGGG  , and instance },...,1{∈, INvu , where CN , GN , and 

IN  respectively denote the number of clients, the number of gateways, and the 

number of instances per entity, and all these parameters are polynomial on the 

security parameter. AD  determines oracles u
ettC arg  and v

ettG arg  to be matched 
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partners. AD  guesses that A  will select u
ettC arg  (or v

ettG arg ) to ask its Test query 

after u
ettC arg  (or v

ettG arg ) has accepted the session.  

Given the challenge )mod*,mod*( pgYpgX yx  , AD  sets the public 

parameters as ),( gp . It also maintains the list 
1hL , 

2hL  for the random oracles 

()1h , ()2h  queries, SendL  for the communication transcripts, and keyL  for the 

corresponding keys of each session. It randomly chooses Cpw  for each 

C },...,,{ 21 CNCCC ; It lets CCCpw   be the password file of the server S.  

During the experiment, AD  answers A ’s queries as follows.  

Hash query. AD  answers all ()1h , ()2h queries at random, just like real random 

oracles do, and records all the inputs and the corresponding outputs in 
1hL , 

2hL . 

Corrupt(U ) query. If U   { ettC arg , ettG arg }, then AD  gives up; otherwise, 

AD  hands in all internal state of U  to A . 

Send ),( 1 mU i  query: 

1. If },...,,{ 211 CN
i CCCU   AND (m has the form of  ), AD  responds a service 

request and records the transcript in its SendL  list.  

2. If ( iU1  is a gateway instance) AND (m has the form of “service request: sid, C, G”), 

then AD  forwards the request to the server. AD  records (sid, (C, iU1 ) )  in 

its SendL  list. AD  chooses a random integer t , and records 

},),,(,{ )(
1

1 cpwht ggtUSsid   in its SendL  list (this simulates Step 3 in the 

authenticated channel). AD  further proceeds as follows. 
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  If iU1 = v
ettG arg  AND C= u

ettC arg , then AD  sends the message (sid, )(1 pwht gg  , *Y ) 

to the client u
ettC arg , and records {sid, ( ettG arg , ettC arg ), )(1 pwht gg  , *Y } in its 

SendL  list; 

    Else AD  randomly chooses an integer b , sends (sid, )(1 pwht gg  , bg ) to the 

client C, and records {sid, ( 1U , C ), )(1 pwht gg  ,( bg , b)} in its SendL  list.  

3. If },...,,{ 211 CN
i CCCU   AND (m has the form of  “sid, iU1 , G, Z ,Y ”), then  

3.1 If u
ett

i CU arg1  , then AD searches its SendL  for the entry {sid, ( v
ettG arg , 

u
ettC arg ), Z ,Y } and some entry has the form },),,(,{ arg ZtGSsid ett . If the 

searching succeeds, then it lets *XX   and computes 

)||||||||||( arg1
tt

ettCS XgXSCsidhsk   and ||||||(1 arg1 SCsidhM ett   

)|||||||| CS
tt skXgX . Here and in the following, computing (...)1h  means 

querying the random oracle and recording the (input, output) in the 
1hL  list. 

It lets *
CGK  denote the target D.H. key xyg  which is our target and is 

unknown now, and queries the random oracle the value of 

)||||||||||( *
arg1 CGettCG KYXGCsidhsk  , ||||||(" arg2 GCsidhsk ettCG   

)|||| *
CGKYX , and )||||||||||||(2 *

arg1 CGCGett skKYXGCsidhM  . Finally, 

it sends (sid, X , 1M , 2M ), and records (sid, X , 1M , 2M ) in its SendL  list; 

else it searches for an entry },),,(,{ ZtGSsid  and some entry  {sid, (G , 

u
ettC arg ), Z ,( bg , b)}, and computes ||||||||( arg1 XSCsidhsk ettCS   

)|| tt Xg , b
CG XK  ,  CGsk"  )||||||||||( ?arg2 CG

b
ett KgXGCsidh , 
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)||||||||||( ?arg1 CG
b

ettCG KgXGCsidhsk  ,  ||||||(1 arg1 SCsidhM ett  

)|||||| CS
tt skXgX  and  )||||||||||||(2 arg1 CG

bb
ett skXgXGCsidhM  . 

Finally, it sends (sid, X , 1M , 2M ), and records (sid, X , 1M , 2M ) in its 

SendL  list and (sid, ( u
ettC arg ,G , S), ( CSsk , CGsk ), (-,-),(-,-)) in its keyL , 

where the two (-,-)s respectively denote the corresponding entities not yet 

accept the key CSsk  and CGsk .  

3.2 If u
ett

i CU arg1  , it uses the corresponding password pw to compute 

)(1ˆ pwhgZZ  , which equals 'tg  for some t’. It then chooses a random 

integer a , computes agX  , )ˆ||ˆ||||||||( 11
a

CS ZZXSUsidhsk  , 

)||||||||||( 11
a

CG YYXGUsidhsk  , )||||||||||(" 12
a

CG YYXGUsidhsk  , 

)||ˆ||ˆ||||||||(1 11 CS
a skZZXSUsidhM   and ||||||||(2 11 XGUsidhM   

)|||| CG
a skYY . It outputs (sid, X , 1M , 2M ), and records (sid, 

( GU ,1 ), X , 1M , 2M ) in its SendL  and records (sid, ( GU ,1 ,S), 

( CSsk , CGsk ), (-,-), (-,-)) in its keyL  list, where the first (-,-) denotes the 

corresponding entities of CSsk ,  1U  and S, not yet accept the key, and the 

second (-,-) denotes that for CGsk .   

3.3 For both the cases of 3.1 and 3.2, AD further represents the gateway and sends 

(sid, ),(,,1, 1 GSKYhYMX ) in the authenticated channel, and records (sid, (G, 

S), ),(,,1, 1 GSKYhYMX )) in its SendL .  

3.4 After the process of 3.3, AD further represents the server, computes 

)||||||||||(3 11 CS
t skXYGUsidhM   or ||ˆ||||||||(3 11

aZYGUsidhM   
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)CSsk , depending on Case 3.1 or Case 3.2. It sends (success, 3M ) in the 

authenticated channel to the gateway, and then represents the gateway to 

send (sid, 3M , )||or  ||||(4 11 CG
ab skYXGUsidhM  ) to the client, 

depending on it is Case 3.1 or Case 3.2. It updates the corresponding entry in 

keyL  from (sid, ( GU ,1 ,S), ( CSsk , CGsk ), (-,-), (-,-)) to (sid, ( GU ,1 ,S), 

( CSsk , CGsk ), (-,+), (-,+)), which denotes that the server S has accepted the 

key CSsk  and the gateway has accepted the key CGsk .  

4. If },...,{ 11 GN
i GGU   AND (m has the form of  “sid, X , 1M , 2M ”), then  

4.1 If u
ett

i GU arg1   and sid corresponds to the target session and X *X , 

then AD gives up. 

4.2 If u
ett

i GU arg1   and sid corresponds to the target session and X *X , AD 

searches its SendL  to see whether an entry of the form {sid, ( v
ettG arg , 

u
ettC arg ), Z , *Y } exists for some Z . If so, it searches its hL  list for the 

entry that has the input *
argarg ||*||*||||||

CG
KYXGCsid ettett , outputs *

CGK  

as the D.H key and terminates; if it cannot find the corresponding entry {sid, 

( v
ettG arg , u

ettC arg ), Z , *Y } in the SendL  list, it gives up.  

4.3 It searches the SendL  list for the entry },),,(,{ 1 ZtUSsid  for some values 

t  and Z , and the entry {sid, ( 1U , C ), Z , ( bg , b)} for some value b. If it 

cannot find the entry, it stops the protocol; otherwise, it computes the values 

)||||||||||(1
tt

CS XgXSCsidhsk  , ||||||||||(" 12
b

CG gXUCsidhsk   

)bX and ||||||||||( 11
b

CG gXUCsidhsk   )bX , and proceeds as follows. 

It uses the derived keys to verify 1M  and 2M . If the verifications fail, 
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then it stops the protocol; otherwise, it represents the gateway and sends (sid, 

X , 1M , bg ) to the server in the authenticated channel. It further represents 

the server and sends (sid, Success, )||||||||||(3 11 CS
bb skXgUCsidhM  ) 

to the gateway in the authenticated channel, computes 

)||||||(4 11 CG
b skXUCsidhM  , and represents the gateway to send (sid, 

M3, 4M ) to the client. It records the corresponding messages in its SendL  

list, and records (sid, ( 1,UC ,S), ( CSsk , CGsk ), (-,+), (-,+)) in its keyL  list.  

5. If },...,{ 11 CN
i CCU   AND (m has the form of “sid, M3, M4”), then 

It searches, using the sid information, the corresponding entries in its SendL  list 

and searches in its keyL  list the entry (sid, ( GU ,1 ,S), ( CSsk , CGsk ), (-,?), (-,?)), 

where ? denotes that the corresponding entries could be either “-” or “+”. It uses 

the corresponding keys ( CSsk , CGsk ) to verify M3 and M4. If the verifications 

succeed, it accepts the keys and updates the corresponding entry in keyL  to 

“accept” state; otherwise, it stops the protocol. 

6. For all other cases not in Cases 1~5, its stops the protocol.  

Reveal( iU
1

) query. AD  answers all reveal queries in normal cases  ( AD  can 

reveal the internal state and the session keys, by consulting the records in the list 

keyL .  

After A answers its guess, AD searches its 
1hL ,

2hL  lists for the entry that has the 

input *
argarg ||*||*||||||

CG
KYXGCsid ettett , outputs *

CGK  as the D.H key. There are 

the two possible results for the above experiment: 
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Case 1: A  does not make its queries in such a way that u
ettC arg  (or v

ettG arg ) has 

accepted the session, then AD  gives up.  

Case 2: A  does make its queries in this way, then u
ettC arg  will accept the session 

and hold the key formed )||*||*||||||( *
argarg1

xy
CGettett gKYXGCsidh  , 

although AD  does not knows xyg , and so cannot actually compute this key.  

If Case 2 does happens, then AD  searches its 
1hL , 

2hL  lists for the entry that 

has the input *
argarg ||*||*||||||

CG
KYXGCsid ettett , outputs *

CGK  as the D.H key, 

and certainly wins its experiment. Therefore, the probability that AD  outputs the 

correct value pg xy mod  is: Pr[ hQ ]/ ( 2
IGC NNN ) )/()(≥ 2

IGC NNNk ,  which is 

non-negligible. This contradicts the CDHP assumption. We, therefore, conclude that 

)(k  must be negligible and so is ),(,
, Cfake

AG
DP qkAdv a

 .                   ■ 

 

Theorem 2. The proposed scheme satisfies the key privacy property if the CDHP is 

hard.  

Proof: The proof is similar to that in Theorem 1 except the following conditions, and 

the simulation is easier than that of theorem 1, since A  is restrained from sending 

Reveal queries and Corrupt queries. The rest of the proof is omitted here. 

1. A  in the game aG  is equipped with all the secret keys of gateways and the 

secret passwords stored in the server; that is, it can decrypt all the communications 

between the gateway and the server, and can decrypt all the requests from the 

clients. Since A  is equipped with the stored secrets of the server, the Corrupt 

query is not needed here.  
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2. A  is restrained from sending any ),( 1 mUSend i  query.   

 

Theorem 3. The proposed scheme satisfies the password protection property 

(password indistinguishability) if the CDHP is hard.  

Proof: The proof is similar to that in Theorem 1, and is easier than Theorem 1. The 

differences are summarized as follows.  

1. Â  is equipped with the right password pw but is restrained from faking the client 

(Send queries). 

2. The test key is CSsk  instead of CGsk" .  

3. Given the challenge )mod*,mod*( pgYpgX yx  , the simulator lets *X  be 

the ephemeral public key of the target client, and lets )(1
* pwhYZ   be the 

challenge sent by the server.  

 

Theorem 4. The proposed scheme is secure in the sense of Definition 1 if the CDHP 

is hard. 

Proof: Based on the results of Lemma 1 and Theorem 1~3, we have the theorem. ■ 

 

In addition to the above theorems, we further analyze the security as follows. 

Resistance to on-line guessing attack: In our scheme, the server forwards a 

challenge to the client, and explicitly verifies the client’s response in Step 6; therefore, 

the server can explicitly authenticate the client’s requests and the conventional on-line 

guessing attack prevention mechanism can be applied in our scheme. 

Resistance to un-detectable on-line guessing attack: To successfully launch 

un-detectable on-line guessing attacks, the adversary (here, the gateway) should be 

able to verify its guess using the response from the client or the response from the 
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server. However, we have prevented this situation in the protocol. The response 

)||||||||||||(1 1 CS
xzz skggXSCsidhM   from the client in Step 5 includes the 

computation of ephemeral Diffie-Hellman key CSsk  which is only known to the 

client and the server, and the response )||||||||||(3 1 CS
xz skgYGCsidhM   from the 

server in Step 7 also involves the secret value CSsk ; therefore, the gateway has no 

way to verify its guess.  

Resistance to off-line guessing attack: To successfully launch off-line guessing 

attacks, the adversary should be able to verify its guess using the communications. 

However, all the communications in the proposed protocol are either random 

challenge ( )(1 pwhg z   in Step 3 and 4) or secret computations involving secret 

Diffie-Hellman keys CSsk , CGsk"  or CGsk ; therefore, an attacker has no way to 

verify its guess and the scheme is secure against off-line guessing attacks.  

 

5.2 Performance evaluation 

 

In Table 1, we compare the performance of several gateway-oriented 

password-based authenticated key exchange protocols. In the table, all the schemes 

can resist off-line guessing attacks- that is because all the session key generations of 

these schemes are based on Diffie-Hellman problems. However, only our scheme can 

resist both on-line guessing attacks and un-detectable on-line guessing attacks; 

Abdalla et al.’s schemes [1, 13] cannot resist on-line guessing attacks because servers 

in the schemes do not authenticate clients’ requests; Byun et al.’s schemes cannot 

resist on-line guessing attacks because servers in the schemes cannot validate the 

freshness of clients’ requests. Both Abdalla et al.’s scheme and Byun et al.’s scheme 

also cannot resist un-detectable on-line guessing attacks.   
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Regarding communication cost, Abdalla et al.’s schemes [1, 13] demand four 

communication steps, and our scheme requires 8 steps. Byun et al.’s scheme takes 4 

steps in protocol itself but it needs to launch two-party authenticated key exchange 

(2PAKE) to get a session key between the involved server and the client before 

running the GPAKE protocol. Normally a secure 2PAKE like [3, 4] would take at 

least 3 communication steps. If we extend 2PAKE to the case of gateway-involved 

three entities (client-server communication always get through gateways), then such a 

gateway-involved 2PAKE would take at least 6 steps. Therefore, Byun et al.’s scheme 

should at least take 10 communication steps. From the table, we can see that even 

though Abdalla et al.’s schemes require the least number of steps, but they are not 

secure.    

Table 1. Performance comparison of gateway-oriented password-based 

authenticated key exchange protocols 

 Byun et al.’s scheme requires clients to run a 2PAKE with servers to derive a key between clients 

and servers before GPAKE. So the number of communication steps should include this part. A 

2PAKE scheme with two entities normally includes at least 3 steps, and an extension of 2PAKE 

to three entities (client, gateway and server) should include 6 steps. Therefore, the number of 

communication steps of Byun et al.’s scheme would be at least 10.   

 Abdalla et al. [1] Byun et al.’s [2] Abdalla et al[13] Ours  

Resistance to un-detectable on-line 

guessing  

No No Yes Yes 

Resistance to on-line guessing No No No Yes 

Resistance to off-line guessing Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Number of Communication steps 4 4 + steps of 

2PAKE (10)* 

4 8 
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6. Conclusions  

 

In this paper, we have shown the on-line undetectable guessing attacks on Byun et 

al.’s scheme, and have highlighted the importance of the authentication and the 

freshness checking of all the communication messages. To conquer the weaknesses, 

we have proposed a new GPAKE scheme, and have proved the security of the 

proposed scheme in our enhanced model.   
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